Artificial intelligence in IVF: a need.
Predicting the outcome of in-vitro fertilization (IVF) treatment is an extremely semantic issue in reproductive medicine. Discrepancies in results among reproductive centres still exist making the construction of new systems capable to foresee the desired outcome a necessity. As such, artificial neural networks (ANNs) represent a combination of a learning, self-adapting, and predicting machine. In this review hypothesis paper we summarize the past efforts of the ANNs systems to predict IVF outcomes. This will be considered together with other statistical models, such as the ensemble techniques, Classification And Regression Tree (CART) and regression analysis techniques, discriminant analysis, and case based reasoning systems. We also summarize the various inputs that have been employed as parameters in these studies to predict the IVF outcome. Finally, we report our attempt to construct a new ANN architecture based on the Learning Vector Quantizer promising good generalization: a system filled by a complete data set of our IVF unit, formulated parameters most commonly used in similar studies, trained by a network expert, and evaluated in terms of predictive power.